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The structure of the connected component of the identity of the

idèle-class group of a number field is given in Artin-Tate [l]. It seems

worthwhile to investigate whether this result is the "trivial case" of a

theorem in the arithmetic of algebraic tori, i.e. the case corresponding

to the multiplicative group Gm (as is true of the unit theorem and the

finiteness of the class number). It turns out that the formalism of the

theory of tori defined over number fields allows one to generalize

Artin's proof line-by-line, obtaining the structure of the identity

component of the adèle-class group of any such torus. I am grateful

to Professor T. Ono for suggesting the problem to me.

I give now a summary of the definitions and results that I shall

need (for all this, see Ono [3]). I denote by Z, Q, R, and C the rings

of respectively integers, rationals, real numbers, and complex num-

bers, and by T an algebraic torus defined over a number field k. T is

the group of rational characters of T. If the dimension of T is d, then

t is a free abelian group of rank d [3, §1.1 ]. F is split by a finite ex-

tension K of k, which I choose to be normal over 0. Then the group

Tk of points of T rational over K is isomorphic to the product (K*)d

of K* with itself d times. Every ££ f is a rational map defined over

K; hence if g denotes the galois group of K over k, T has the structure

of a g-module. The group Hom(7\ K*) has the structure of a g-

module, given by/"(£) = (/(£"  ))", and we have g-isomorphisms

TK :- Hom(f, K*),        Tk.~  Hom8(f, K*),

where the isomorphisms are both given by the evaluation map.

For a valuation v of k, T„v denotes the maximal compact subgroup

of Tkv. The adelization TAk of T is defined as the restricted product of

the group Tkv with respect to the subgroups T0v. Tk is imbedded in

TAk on the diagonal and as such is a discrete subgroup. My object of

study is the group Ck(T) = TAJTk of adèle classes of T. The subgroup

TAk(Sx) of TAk is by definition ÜU, where

u = iiTkvx n {i},
t>|oo v finite

and
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û = ii{i}x n Tov.
v|oo v finite

I write an element aQTAk(Sx) as act, where äQÜ and aQU. A

rational character £ that is defined over k induces a homomorphism

£ : TAk—*Jk, where Jk is the idèle group of k. TAlt denotes the group

{aQTAt\\\t(a)\\ = 1 for all É G 2%}

where || -|| denotes the idèle-module. We have that TkQTAlc and that

T\JTk is compact [2, Theorem 2].

Define TAk(Sx) = TAt(Sx)r\TAk. The finitely generated group

Tkr}TAi(Sx) is called the group of units of P.

Associated to P, we have the torus T0 = Rk/g(T), the restriction of

P from k to Q. It is a torus defined over Q, of dimension dn, where

d is the dimension of P and « = [k: Q]. We have the following canoni-

cal isomorphisms:

(To)g^Tk, (P,)g,0^ II 2*.,
»l»o

(r,,)*. s n z\»        (r0)¿e s TAk,

(ro)x0(») = Wsj,     (r0)!iO s 2Í».

For the purposes of this paper, I regard these various groups as

being identified. Moreover, I identify the unit group of P0 with that

of P, and (To)r with 0.

Let pR be the rank of (f0)R. Then (To)r/(To),^R"r [3, §2.1 ],

where (Po)oM denotes the maximal compact subgroup of (T0)r. (T0)r

is a Lie group of dimension dn. The maximal compact subgroup of the

identity component of (T0)r is a compact connected abelian Lie

group. Hence it is a product of circle groups, the number being

dn —Pr. I write it as the image of R^-pr via a homomorphism <P whose

kernel is Zin~'R.

If pq is the rank of (To)q, then the unit group of P0 has rank

P=Pr~Pq [2, Theorem 4]. The identity component of (T0)r has

finite index in (T0)r [G. D. Mostow, On the fundamental group of a

homogeneous space, Ann. of Math. 66 (1957), 249-255], so there exists

a linearly independent set ti, • • • , ep of torsion-free units of P0 (and

hence of P) such that each «y lies in the identity component of

Ü( = (To)R).
The collection of open subgroups of finite index in U forms a funda-

mental system of neighborhoods of the neutral element. Hence, as in

[l], tj is a well-defined element of U, where x is an element of the
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completion Z oí Z with respect to the topology of subgroups of finite

index.

Lemma 1. If xh ■ • • ,x„are elements of Z such that

«i e2   • • • É,   =1,

then Xi = x2= ■ ■ • =xp = 0.

Proof. Since (T0)k is isomorphic to (K*)nd, e-., • • ■ , e„ are indepen-

dent elements of the «¿th power of the group of units of K whose

archimedean parts lie in the connected component of the archimedean

part of (Jk)kí. Hence the result follows by an evident extension of

Lemma 1 of [l], applied to K.

Choose a basis &,■••• £dn of F0 over Z such that £i, • • - , £p0 that

Xj^tij (mod 2MvN). Then l^>~x' = a¡, where for each finite p, äjp is a

2MvN-th power in (T0)Zp- If € = e?1 • • • e"t, then

_"1_B2 _np_Bl_ni _Bp

e = «i e2   • • • % ei e2   • • • t„

-nl -no-xl-xt .*«-

= ei   • • • i„ «! e2   ■ • • «p ai«i •••<!„

-"1 _"p .
= ei   • • ■ e„ ai ■ ■ • ap.

If we regard e as being contained in one of the factors of (To)m, then

for any finite p, a(e) is a 2Afi'Ath power in (Y[ß (Rk„/g(Gm))mi')Qp. By

an evident extension of Theorem 1 of [l] (using the fact that

Rkll!g(Gm)0c^k*), this implies that a(e) =ifMvN, for some

v E ( II (R*MGm))A

Soß(v)M-N=ß(a(e)) =e- [3, §1.3]. ß(n) is a unit. ß(n)M lies in the group

generated by d, • • • , «p- Therefore N\n¡, j=\, ■ ■ • , p. Hence each

Xj lies in the closure of NZ. But N was arbitrary, so each x¡ = 0.

Choose a basis £i, • • • , £¿„ of To over Z such that &,•••, £pp form

a basis for (r0)p and £i, • • • , £PR form a basis for (To)r [3, §3.8]. For

íúPr and/^p, ¿:¿(€j)>0, since i¡ lies in the identity component of 0.

The following is proved in [2, Theorem 4]:

Lemma 2. If si, ■ ■ ■ , s„ are real numbers such that

p

11, Sj log tifa) = 0,       i = 1, • ■ • , pR,
3-1

then Si = s2= • ■ • =sp — 0.

If sER consider the homomorphism u: fo~^>R* defined as follows:

if É- n*i »»&€ft, then
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"R

*(q = n ««fe)"",«-i
This defines an element of (Po)c, which in fact must lie in (T0)r, since

u is fixed under complex conjugation. I denote this element i*.

Let V = RXZ. For each j^p we have an evidently continuous

homomorphism X—»«* taking V—>TAk(Sœ), defined by e^ = ïjêf, where

\ = (s, x). Let i^pç. Then by definition, £,(«}) =£<(ey)s. Now £<(ey)

= ± 1, since €y is a unit and £iG(P>)g. But £<(«,■) >0, so £,(ij) = 1. Let

«a be a net of ordinary integers converging to x. Then

Uh) = hm &(*T) = hm Mêyf = 1.

Hence ¿¡QTAt(Sx).

Lemma 3. ^4 necessary and sufficient condition that e\* • • • €Xp<P(/)

/¿e 4« Tk is that tQZdn~pR and each \¡QZ, where Z is regarded as im-

bedded in RXZ on the diagonal.

Proof. The sufficiency is evident, so let

e]1 ■■■ e>$(/) =«£T,

Then a is a unit, so for some natural number M,

M M, ß„
a    =(i--ep,

where the p¡ are ordinary integers. But at the finite primes we are

given that

-*i ¿p
a = «i   ■ ■ ■ tP ■

Consequently,

ei • • • ep — 1.

By Lemma 1, each Mxj—pj = 0, so each x, is an ordinary integer and

a differs from ej1 • ■ • e*fl by a unit of finite order. Thus

_«1-*1 ~'p~xPx./,\
€l •   •   • i/     "$(/)   = U,

where « is a unit of finite order. The image of $ being compact and

connected, §,•($(/)) = 1 for each i^pR. Since u has finite order, it lies

in the maximal compact subgroup of (T0)r. On the other hand, it is

given as equal to an element in the identity component of (T0)r, so

£i(u) = 1 for i^pR. Hence

p

H (*} - xi) i°g £*(«/) = 0-
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By Lemma 2, s, = Xj and so 3>(i) =u. The component of <£(/) at any

finite prime is 1 ; since m is a unit, this implies $(2) = 1, i.e. tEZdn~"R.

By Lemma 3, we have a one-to-one continuous homomorphism of

V/Z X ■ • • X V/Z X R/Z X •• • X R/Z

(p times) (dn — pR times)

into Cl(T) = 7V2V

Lemma 4. The image of this map is the identity component of C\(T).

Proof. The identity component of C\(T), being a compact con-

nected abelian group, is divisible. The domain of the homomorphism

is connected [l ] ; hence it will be enough to show that every divisible

element of C\(T) lies in the image. Let

*- [TAk:Tk-TAt(Sa)]

be the class number of T. (The index is finite since T\JTk is compact

and TAk(Sx) is open in T\h.) Let M be the index of the identity com-

ponent of (T0)r in (T0)r. For a divisible element aEC\(T), we may

write a = bMhN for any N. A representative of bh may be chosen in

TAt(Sx). bMh has a representative c = cc such that c lies in the iden-

tity component of Ü. Then cN is a representative of a. As N becomes

highly divisible, cN approaches the identity. Since V/ZX • • • XR/Z

is compact, it will be enough to show that each c^ lies in the image.

So let à be any element of the identity component of 0. Solve for

ii, • • • , jp the equations

p
X si log &(«/) = l°g £•(«), PQ + 1   = * = PR-

Then for p0 + l£i£pB,

fc(«r* • • ■ o = i.
Since o E TAt,

Uàh'1 • • • C) = 1

for î'^pq as well. Since aíf'1 • • ■ i~v is annihilated by every £E(7"0)R,

it lies in the maximal compact subgroup of the identity component of

(To)r, i.e. in the image of <£.

To determine the structure of the identity component of Ck(T)

— TAJTk, let j^Pg and let u¡ be the homomorphism To—>C* defined

by Mj(£j) =e and «,-(£,•) = 1 for i ?íj. Then u¡ is in a natural way an
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element of the identity component of Ü. The group

{«ÎV2S ■ ■ ■ ufg \ si, • ■ ■ , s,g G R}

is isomorphic to R'Q and is mapped one-to-one modulo Tk. Its image

is clearly a complementary subgroup to the identity component of

C\(T). Hence we have the

Theorem. The identity component of Ck(T) is the product of pg real

lines, dn—pR circles, and p rational solenoids.
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